TM

Thank you for purchasing your CuisiqueTM 8 in 1 Spiralizer. You have made a
great choice and we are confident that it is the best quality Spiralizer in the marketplace.
For your extended 2 year
warranty please register at

www.cuisique.co.uk
email:support@cuisique.co.uk

To ensure you get the most
from your CuisiqueTM go to our
demonstration video at:

youtu.be/GGMgn8P5tig

CuisiqueTM Setup and Basics
1

2

3

First assemble the handle so it looks
like this.

Secure the unit to a smooth working
surface by pressing down on the two
suction feet individually. To release the
container from the safety locking device
LIFT and PULL container out at the same
time

Insert the assembled handle into the
crosshole on top of the main unit
so that spiked disc on the handle
is over the unit as in the following
picture

Please note blades can fit two different
ways. Insert any of the Julienne blades
into the unit so that the spiked pin on the
blade will be directly under the spikes on
the turning handle

Place the cut end of the food on to
the spiked pin next to the blade.
Press the food holder into the food
and start turning the handle for spiral
cutting.

To Spiralize

Press Here

Suction Feet

Secure unit by pressing down
suction feet. To spiralize any
vegetable, it must first be cut
straight at both ends so it fits
securely on to the spikes. Maximum
length of vegetable should be 3”-4”.

To Slice and Julienne

Insert blade as in photo, the spike
should be to the side of the unit

Attach the pusher to safety food holder;
push the food onto the metal pins of the
safety food holder

Always use safety holder to slice
food

To Juice
Juicer

Use pusher
for slicing

Remove all blades from main unit.
Pull out / remove the pusher and
attach the juicer onto the
safety food holder.

Slide the safety food holder down from
the narrow end of the main unit, until it
notches securely onto the top of the
main unit

Takes less cupboard space as
blades etc. can be stored neatly
and safely in measuring jug

Other Features

Grating/Shredder blade

Cut vegetable 3” - 4” long with very
straight ends before spiralizing

Result using flat blade to spiralize

Use, wash and store with care. Top rack dishwasher safe; keep temperature below 65˚C/150˚F. Avoid excessive use
of detergent
WARNING! The blades and plastic casing are one unit and cannot be separated, They do not require adjustment and
should not be touched directly as the blades are very sharp. Keep Away From Children
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